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Agenda

• This webinar will help you with better understanding the following:
• What items to consider as you complete your review of your 

county’s 2020 sales data in preparation for submission via 
Gateway SDF.

• How to upload your sales data via Gateway SDF.
• What sort of items or checks the Department currently looks at 

as part of its compliance review process of the sales data.
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Sales Data Submission Deadline

• Per IC 6-1.1-5.5-3, on or before February 1, county assessors are 
to submit all sales disclosure records that have a conveyance 
date during the preceding year.

• In other words, county assessors must submit all sales disclosure 
records that occurred in 2020 by no later than February 1, 2021.

• For counties that use a third-party software vendor’s sales 
disclosure system to manage their sales, 50 IAC 26-20-4(k) 
requires that sales data be uploaded on a weekly basis to 
Gateway SDF.
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Steps to Take Before Data Submission 

• While reviewing sales disclosure records that have been entered 
in your sales disclosure software system, please ensure that all 
records have at a minimum:
• At least one buyer and one seller listed.
• Valid dates for all date fields on the form (e.g., sales, 

conveyance, transfer, and form received.) 
• Valid sales price.
• Valid parcel number(s) and state assigned taxing district(s).
• Valid property class code(s).
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Steps to Take Before Data Submission 

• Assuming that the SDF is indeed a completed form, verify that 
Question No. 11 under the Assessor’s Section of the SDF – “Is 
form complete?” – is checked “Yes.”  

• This question must be checked “Yes” in order for the record to 
be included as part of the Department’s sales data 
compliance review process.
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Steps to Take Before Data Submission 

• State Sales Disclosure Fee Revenue Reconciliation
• A joint process that involves the partnership between the county 

assessor’s office and the county auditor’s office.
• If Question No. 12 under the Assessor’s Section of the SDF – “State 

sales fee required?” – is checked “Yes,” the county auditor’s office 
will need to verify if the fee has been collected on that particular sales 
transaction.

• Discrepancies between Question No. 12 and Question No. 7 under 
the Auditor’s section – “Is state fee collected?” may potentially result 
in the county falling outside the tolerance of the Department’s 
revenue compliance check.
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Steps to Take Before Data Submission 

• State Sales Disclosure Fee Revenue Reconciliation
• Certain sales disclosure transactions are eligible to be 

assessed the State sales disclosure fee of $10 – half of 
which is retained by the county and the other half is 
remitted to the State as part of the settlement process. 

• For county auditors, verify that you have completed the Fall 
2020 Settlement process with the Auditor of State’s office 
and have remitted to the State any additional State sales 
disclosure fee revenue collected since the Spring 2020 
settlement.
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SDF Data Submission Process

• Once the county assessor’s office has completed its review of its 
sales disclosure records and has completed the reconciliation 
process of the sales disclosure fee revenue with the county 
auditor’s office, the county assessor’s office should be ready to 
submit its sales data to the State.

• Depending on what certified sales disclosure software system you 
use, your sales data submission process will be slightly different.
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SDF Data Submission Process

• For those counties that currently use the Assessor Edit 
functionality in Gateway SDF, you will complete your review and 
validation of your county’s sales in the Assessor Edit module.

• Once this validation has been completed, you will need to email 
the Department Data Inbox at data@dlgf.in.gov to confirm that all 
of your sales have been reviewed and submitted via the Assessor 
Edit module in Gateway SDF.

• There is not a separate file upload of sales data required for those 
counties that use the Assessor Edit functionality.
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SDF Data Submission Process

• For those counties that currently use a third-party software vendor’s sales 
disclosure system, you will need to generate from your system three different 
text files – SALEDISC, SALECONTAC, and SALEPARCEL – that will be 
uploaded to the Gateway SDF database.

• Once you have uploaded your sales to the Gateway SDF database, you will 
need to email the Department Data Inbox at data@dlgf.in.gov to confirm that 
all of your sales have been reviewed and submitted via the Gateway SDF 
database.

• This confirmation email must come from the county assessor’s office and 
not from the third-party vendor.
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SDF Data Submission Process

• For those counties that currently use a third-party software 
vendor’s sales disclosure system and that have historically 
uploaded their sales data only on an annual basis, please ensure 
that your sales data includes records for the complete 2020 
calendar year (i.e., 1/1/2020 – 12/31/2020).

• Regardless if you use the Assessor Edit functionality of Gateway or 
a third-party’s software system, you do not need to submit or 
email the sales data separately to the Legislative Services Agency 
(LSA).
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SDF Data Submission Process

• In order to help the Department with its review of the county’s 
submitted sales disclosure fee revenues, the county auditor’s 
office should email a copy of its sales disclosure fee fund report 
to the Department’s Data Inbox at data@dlgf.in.gov.

• The fund report should provide a transaction log of State sales 
disclosure fees collected during the previous calendar year, 
including the amounts remitted to the State during the Spring 
2020 and Fall 2020 settlement periods.
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SDF Data Submission Process

What is Gateway SDF?
• Gateway SDF (Gateway Sales Disclosure Form) is an online portal 

used for the filing of Sales Disclosure Forms for counties that use 
the Assessor Edit functionality of the system.

• It is also used to upload the sales data for non Assessor Edit 
counties via a file upload functionality.

• Additionally, Gateway SDF serves as the search mechanism for 
the public to look for sales disclosure records that have been 
submitted by all 92 counties.
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SDF Data Submission Process
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SDF Data Submission Process

• How do you submit sales data to the Department via the file 
upload for counties that use a third-party software vendor (i.e., 
not the Assessor Edit functionality of Gateway SDF)?
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SDF Data Submission Process

When all 3 files have 
been selected click the 
Upload button.

Click the Browse button and 
select the file from its saved 
location.  Repeat this step for 
each of the 3 sales files.
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SDF Data Submission Process

• If files were uploaded and no issues found, you 
should see the record counts for each file and 
the Error Count column would show a “0”.

• If an error occurs, you will see the total number of 
errors under the Error Count column. If this 
happens, please click on the See Errors button out 
to the left margin for further details regarding the 
errors.
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SDF Compliance Review Process

• The Data Analysis Division’s review of sales data is centered 
around two primary questions:
• Have all the sales for the specified conveyance period been 

submitted?
• Does the SDF data submitted appear to be complete and 

accurate?
• Examples: Are buyer/sellers listed?  Is the sales price 

listed? Are the taxing district and parcel number 
included?
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SDF Compliance Review Process

• It’s helpful to consider the Data Analysis Division’s review of the 
sale data as the “primer” in the ratio study approval process.

• The Data Analysis Division’s review helps to ensure the underlying 
foundation of the sales data used in a ratio study.

• The Data Analysis Division’s review does not answer the following 
questions: 

• Should a certain sale be marked valid for trending? 
• Should a certain sale be included in a ratio study?
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SDF Compliance Review Process

• When the Data Analysis Division completes it review of a county’s 
sales data, it emails the county two documents with its finding:
• The Sales Issues workbook provides an itemized breakdown of 

the records that contained probable/possible errors based on 
our compliance checks.

• The Sales Disclosure Checklist report provides a summary 
analysis of the various checks performed on the submitted 
data, along with an official compliance status.
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SDF Compliance Review Process

• The Sales Issues workbook contains up to four separate tabs, 
which provide a list of sales records that generated errors – either 
certain or possible - when the data was run though the various 
compliance checks.

• The four tabs are as follows:
• Missing Critical Data.
• Duplicate Parcels.
• Invalid Multi Parcels.
• Valuable Consideration.
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SDF Compliance Review Process

• The Missing Critical Data tab contains data that may be missing 
or mismatched between the Sales files and the Parcel file. Checks 
are performed on both single and multi-parcel sales but are 
separated out on the spreadsheet.

• The Duplicate Parcels tab contains sales that are possible 
duplicates. Generally, these sales will contain different SDF ID 
numbers but have the same parcel number, conveyance date, 
sales price, along with buyer, preparer, and seller listed.
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SDF Compliance Review Process

• The Invalid Multi Parcels tab contains possible duplicate records 
just like the Duplicate Parcels tab; however, this tab pertains only 
to multi-parcel sales contained in the dataset.

• The Valuable Consideration tab contains a list of parcels (sales) 
that have a sales price greater than zero (0) but are marked as 
“NO” for valuable consideration.
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SDF Compliance Review Process
Page 1                                                 Page 2
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SDF Compliance Review Process
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SDF Compliance Review Process
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SDF Compliance Review Process
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SDF Compliance Review Process
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SDF Compliance Review Process
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SDF Compliance Review Process
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SDF Compliance Review Process

• If a county’s sales data is deemed “non-compliant” by the Data 
Analysis Division, the county must review the possible errors, 
make any necessary corrections, and resubmit its sales data for 
another round of reviews.

• When a county’s sales data is deemed “compliant,” this 
essentially signals a go-ahead for the Assessment Division to 
proceed with its review - and ultimate approval - of the county’s 
submitted ratio study.
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Looking Ahead Beyond 2020 Sales Submission

• The revised sales disclosure form and the corresponding data files will go 
into effect on January 1, 2021.

• The Assessor Edit functionality of Gateway SDF is being phased out. Any 
county that is still using the Assessor Edit functionality will need to transition 
to one of the three certified sales disclosure systems and have that system 
fully in place to accept data entry of 2021 sales starting in January 2021.  

• A new Gateway SDF file upload site is being developed and will go live during 
the first quarter of 2021. The site will be accessed via the same location 
where county assessors file their annual PTABOA report.
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Questions?
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Resources

• Gateway SDF User Guide: http://gatewaysdf.ifionline.org/
• Information Icons
• Gateway SDF Video Tutorial: www.in.gov/dlgf/9047.htm
• Department Memos: www.in.gov/dlgf/2444.htm
• Gateway SDF Email: gatewaysdf@dlgf.in.gov
• Call: 317-232-3777
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Thank you!

James Johnson, Director – Data Analysis Division
• Telephone: 317-234-8274
• Email: jjohnson@dlgf.in.gov
Charles Gordon, Sr. Tax Data Analyst
• Telephone: 317-233-9509
• Email: cgordon@dlgf.in.gov
Marilyn Gaas-James, Tax Data Analyst
• Telephone: 317-234-8275
• Email: mgaas-james@dlgf.in.gov
Billy Ottensmeyer, Gateway Project Coordinator/Tax Data Analyst
• Telephone: 317-234-4480
• Email:  wottensmeyer@dlgf.in.gov
Website: www.in.gov/dlgf
• “Contact Us”: http://www.in.gov/dlgf/2338.htm 35
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